Diversity, Equity, and Inclusion sessions at CSM 2020.

Wednesday – Preconference

HP-2900 LGBTQ+ Brave Space Training: Encouraging Difficult Dialogues in Physical Therapy Practice
Melissa Carole Hofmann, PT, Karla Ann Bell, PT, DPT, Chris W. Condran, PT, DPT and Ashley Nicole King, PT, DPT

Thursday, Feb. 13
8am – 10am

HP-2560 Better Together in Diversity, Equity, and Inclusion: Transforming Society Through Equitable Policies
Dawn Marie Magnusson, PT, PhD, DeAndrea D. Bullock, PT, Mark Louis Milligan, PT, DPT and Robert Campbell Tillman, PT

PD-2260 Hot Topics in Diversity, Equity, and Inclusion for Pediatric PTs and PTAs
Roberta Kuchler O’Shea, PT, DPT, PhD, Yasser Salem, PT, MS, PhD, Mica A. Mitchell, PT, Nia Irene Mensah, PT, DPT, Karla Ann Bell, PT, DPT and Melissa Carole Hofmann, PT

HH-2853 Better Together in Diversity, Equity, and Inclusion: Engaging Diverse Populations to Improve Rehabilitation Outcomes
Rupal M. Patel, PT, PhD, Zachary Rethorn, PT, DPT and Lisa Delores VanHoose, PT, PhD

Friday, February 14th
8-10

ED-2575 Better Together in DEI: Fostering Inclusivity in Institutions and Organizations
Vanneta Kai Kennedy, PT, DPT, Karla Ann Bell, PT, DPT, Tiffany Nikole Adams, PT, DPT, MBA and Melissa C Hofmann

HP-1670 Global Health Catalyst Talks: Serving the LGBTQ Community in Physical Therapy
Jennifer Audette, PT, PhD

PP-2969 If You Think It’s Broken, FICS It: A Relationship-Centered Process for Transforming Your Culture
John Woolf, PT, ATC, MS

Saturday, February 15
8-10

ED-2708 LGBTQ+ Cultural Humility and Climate: Educator & Student Perspectives
Karla Ann Bell, PT, DPT and Melissa Carole Hofmann, PT

Additionally, there will be 2 events in this series:
CSM After Dark and a Catalyst Talk hosted by HPA the Catalyst, which will also be on the topics of DEI.